ECO ASSIST TM
Provides various ways to monitor your fuel efficiency and driving style.

Activating the ECON Mode
1. Press ECON.

3. Check the MID.

2. The ECON mode indicator
comes on.

4. Press either INFO (/)
button and toggle to the
Ecological Drive Display.

Note: When turned on, performance of the vehicle’s engine, transmission, cruise control,
and air conditioning system are adjusted to maximize fuel efficiency.
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Goals:
• Keep the Eco Drive bar near the center.
• Keep the Ambient Meter at GREEN.
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ECO Assist Scoring
Monitors the fuel efficiency of your driving style in real time and converts results
into leaves, which are displayed in a series of five “plant” icons on the MID.
Once you start your vehicle, make sure the MID shows the Ecological Drive
Display on the display to view your Eco Assist score in real time.

As you drive, you earn leaves if you
drive in a fuel-efficient manner, or
lose them if you drive inefficiently.

When you turn the ignition
off, your drive cycle and
lifetime score are displayed
on the MID.

Eco Score
Each time you reach
a new stage, a Stage
Up Recognition icon
briefly appears on
the MID. When you
reach the highest
ranking, a trophy
icon briefly appears.
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